


Your way is our way.  
Whatever your dreams. Wherever you’re going. Whoever you 
want to be. The discoveries, the adventures, the challenges 
await. It’s your journey and we’ll take you there. 

  Hyundai. Drive your way.

It’s your turn behind the wheel. Live your life  
and shape your future as you see fit. Our promise  
is to deliver first-class value through innovative 
technology, advanced safety features and a 
determination to build the highest quality cars.  
Our guarantee to you is your satisfaction with  
cars that perfectly fit your needs and lifestyle.  
An extensive dealer network and full warranty  
support means your confidence in your Hyundai  
need never be compromised.

Turn heads in the visually decadent new Tiburon V6. Make your presence felt and create an impact.  
Sensuous curves and streamlined style are complemented by deeply-contoured wrap-around seats,  
alloy cabin highlights and aircraft-style instrumentation. Sharp handling is just one of the features that  
makes the Tiburon V6 the car you have to drive.



First impressions count



Looks, lifestyle, luxury

Tiburon TS model in Vivid Blue shown





Centre fascia: overseas audio and multi-gauges unit shown

Slip into the body-contoured seats fi nished in combination cloth and 
leather and you’ll realise this is where you were meant to be. You’ll be 
impressed by all the other interior enhancements too, which together, 
create a sense of occasion.

The Tiburon’s sporty interior characterises its performance potential 
too. Instinctively, you know the car will deliver on its dynamic promise 
of power, handling, road-holding and braking.

The result is a rare combination of style and sophistication, sportiness 
and sensuality. This is the car you always promised yourself.

Air quality system
Clean, pollen-free air circulates throughout the cabin thanks to an 
advanced Air Quality System (AQS) at the core of the car’s heating 
and ventilation system. Whatever the weather, the AQS automatically 
senses fl uctuations in outside temperatures and changes from fresh 
to re-circulated air inside the cabin for optimum comfort. 

Night ambience
The instrument dials and information controls are illuminated by 
a cool blue light that’s not only highly attractive to the eye, but the 
most suitable colour for night visibility. 

Sound system
A six speaker multi-format audio system delivers unprecedented depth 
and quality of sound and features MP3/WMA/CD Player and AM/FM 
tuner with security PIN code. An integrated auxiliary jack is available 
for connecting external media sources such as iPods and MP3 players. 

A promise fulfi lled





The destination you drive
The Tiburon’s stunning interior is more than a match for the striking exterior, 
with attention paid to even the smallest of details. The ergonomically effi cient 
cabin features cool blue instrument lighting, premium audio system with 
CD/MP3 and iPod connection, pollen fi ltered fully automatic climate control 
with Air Quality System (AQS) and aluminium effect fi nishes for the steering 
wheel, console and air vents. For ultimate peace of mind, Tiburon offers keyless 
entry, central locking and an alarm with a unique panic feature.

In terms of safety, convenience and comfort, what Tiburon delivers from behind 
the wheel will excite the driver in you. The car itself is as much a destination 
as the direction you’re heading. 

It’s waiting to be driven… with gusto.





Sheer pleasure… superb control
The vision of a sweeping highway is embraced with relish by the Tiburon. The journey becomes a joy as the car responds instantly to your every 
input from steering and acceleration. The super slick, short throw six speed manual transmission (or optional four speed Selectronic) and taut 
suspension empower the driver and enhance the experience. It’s what all sports cars should be – a pleasure to drive and always in control.

Tiburon in Continental Silver (left) and Shine Red (right)
Sunroof optional; low set rear wing on Shine Red Tiburon optional



Engineering perfection
The uncompromising design and superior engineering of the Tiburon 
promises vehicle dynamics and performance like no other. Thanks to 
the extensive use of aluminium alloy in its construction, Tiburon’s 2.7 litre, 
all-alloy, quad-cam ‘Delta’ 24 valve V6 engine ensures peak torque
of 245 Nm @ 4000 rpm. 

All-independent MacPherson powerful 4 wheel suspension and front 
ventilated disc brakes with dual-link rear suspension with nitrogen 
gas-fi lled shock absorbers ensure sharp sports handling, while Anti-skid 
Braking System (ABS) and Electronic Brake-force Distribution (EBD) 
boost braking performance and manoeuvrability.

2.7 litre six-cylinder Delta
The magnifi cent V6 light-alloy engine has twin overhead camshafts for 
each cylinder bank and 24 valves to control inlet and exhaust gas fl ows. 
The unit has a power output of 123 kW and torque of 245 Nm with a 
choice of six speed manual or four speed automatic transmission with 
electronic sequential mode and Hyundai intelligent Vehicle electronic 
control (HiVec).
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Uncompromised safety
From its structural integrity, steering, handling, road-holding, brakes and air bags, the Tiburon encompasses the ultimate in active and passive 
automotive safety technology. Your protection is maximised as a result of the low centre of gravity, all-independent suspension, and super solid 
core and precision steering. The rigid laser-welded, all-steel body construction is further reinforced with impact diffusion and energy-absorbing 
crush zones that don’t sacrifi ce any of Tiburon’s sporty design aesthetic.

1. Control your destiny
For the manual enthusiast who wants total control, Tiburon’s six speed manual transmission has a dual mass fl ywheel to reduce gear noise and 
a sensual chrome-topped gear stick. Smoother changes and a sexier shift mean less distraction and an enhanced driving experience.

2. Soft landing
With two front and two side airbags as standard, the driver and front passenger are literally cocooned in safety. Smart use of dual threshold
SRS technology means the airbags infl ate in scale with any collision to reduce the risk of injury.

3. Smooth yet strong
The Tiburon maintains its poise in all road conditions thanks to its all-independent sports suspension – MacPherson struts at the front; dual links 
and coil springs at the rear. The quality of the ride and road-holding is aided by the immensely strong unitary bodywork, which was honed by 
computer-aided engineering prior to any crash tests. As a result, Tiburon owners can enjoy their driving… in safety.

1. 2. 3.



1. 

Dangerous Situations

1. Under Steering
     The car front skids outside of the curve.

    Prevents the car from ‘derailing’ 
    by controlling the right rear wheel 
    at the curve periphery. 

ESP

2. Over Steering
     The rear end is pushed outside the curve.

    Prevents the car from ‘derailing’ 
    by controlling the left front wheel 
    at the curve periphery. 

ESP

2.

Electronic Stability Program (ESP)
ESP maintains vehicle control in unexpected situations. It uses constantly 
updated information from a multitude of sensors to continuously determine 
whether the car is going in its intended direction (steering direction versus 
body direction) either through over-steer or under-steer. If this starts to 
occur, ESP intervenes to reduce engine power and, if required, applies the 
brake to one or more wheels with varying force to stabilise the car and 
avoid skidding.

Anti-skid Braking System (ABS) and 
Electronic Brakeforce Distribution (EBD)
Maximising stopping performance is achieved through the Anti-skid 
Braking System. ABS is assisted with the automatic application of EBD 
where the braking power balance to the wheels adjusts to changes in 
total vehicle weight, therefore maximising braking power and minimising 
braking distance. 

Seat belt pretensioners
Tiburon’s unique seat-belt pretensioning mechanism pulls in the 3-point 
belts taught against the body while belt force limiters control the impact 
of the upper torso when it meets the airbag, to further reduce the risk 
of injury.

4 wheel disc brakes
Highly responsive, power assisted 4 disc brakes with fl oating callipers 
provide unprecedented stopping power. The front brakes are ventilated 
for additional cooling during hard treatment, while the inclusion of ABS 
with EBD ensures all-round superior braking performance. 



Destined to impress

Tiburon TS model in Vivid Blue shown





Looks to thrill
The new Tiburon looks like nothing else on the road and is guaranteed to make an impression. Its race-track inspired lines communicate 
the car’s exhilarating driving characteristics, yet the Tiburon is also a practical Grand Tourer – comfortable and refi ned. It just happens to look 
a million dollars too. This is the car you deserve and the car others will envy.





1. Headlamps
Redesigned black bezel 
headlamps with clear turn signals 
enhance the sporty looks. 

2. Keyless entry
The electronic fob includes 
alarm and panic feature.

3. Power steering
The steering wheel features metallic 
embellishments that match other 
interior improvements. The wheel’s 
power assistance is balanced to give 
precise and reassuring steering feel.

4. Pedal power
The look of the optional brushed 
aluminium pedals is wholly in 
keeping with the Tiburon’s sporting 
flavour. They complement other 
metallic trim touches to create a 
high quality ambience in the cabin.

5. Power input for external 
media connection
You’ll love being able to jump in the 
Tiburon, plug in your media player and 
instantly play all your tunes through 
Tiburon’s multi-format audio system.

6. High rear spoiler
A distinctive feature, not only does 
the spoiler ensure aerodynamic 
effi ciency, it also comes with an 
integrated high mount stop lamp. 

7. Instrument cluster
The primary instrument cluster 
immediately in front of the 
driver features attractive blue 
backlighting when it is dark. An 
information centre sits between 
the speedometer and tachometer.

8. Cup holders
A pair of handy cup holders, each 
equipped with side tensioners 
in order to stabilise differently 
sized containers, are located 
between the two front seats.

9. Audio system
A six speaker multi-format audio 
system which comprises MP3/
WMA/CD player and AM/FM 
tuner with security PIN code.

10. Twin exhaust outlets
A sporty fi nishing touch, the dual 
exhaust accentuates the athletic 
look and feel of the V6 while helping 
to maximise the car’s power.

11. Air conditioning
The highly effi cient and fully automatic 
air conditioning system boasts a fresh 
look for the display and controls 
located on the centre fascia. It echoes 
the rest of the interior’s metallic 
trim and blue background lighting. 
Clean, pollen free air circulates 
throughout the cabin thanks to the 
advanced Air Quality System (AQS).

12. Central storage
A deep, lidded compartment 
between the front seat backs 
offers useful storage for small 
items that might otherwise slide 
about when on the move.

13. Electric sunroof (optional)
An important sporty feature,
the sunroof comes standard on
Tiburon TS and is optional
on Tiburon.

14. Rear lamps
Incorporating all rear lights under 
newly designed covers produces 
a cleaner appearance. Like those 
at the front, the light clusters are 
edged with black surrounds.

15. Luggage space
The trunk has generous accommodation 
for the accoutrements of everyday 
life. For some, a net for the 
fl oor is an essential to prevent 
everything from rolling around.

16. 17” Alloy wheels
Large 17” alloys with 215/45 
unidirectional low profi le tyres 
not only provide a sporty look but 
enhances and maximises road 
holding when it matters most.

Fully Featured

1. 5. 9. 13. 

2. 6. 10. 14. 

3. 7. 11. 15. 

16. 12. 8. 4. 



Capital 

Stylish Finishes

Finance your way means giving you a selection of finance options to best meet your needs. 

   Fixed interest rates 

 Finance your way

Hyundai builds each and every vehicle using state-of-the-art technology to meet the world’s highest quality  
standards. This is evidenced by the fact that the company now offers Australia’s First 5 Year Unlimited Kilometre  
Factory Warranty* on all new Hyundai passenger vehicles as a standard promise of excellence. It is only because  
of our belief in the research and development behind every vehicle’s design, the exceptional quality of materials  
and workmanship used in manufacturing, pre-delivery testing and an outstanding dealer network that Hyundai  
can back its product without any qualms, offering you complete confidence and peace of mind. 

*Note: The warranty extension to Unlimited Kilometres is only applicable to vehicles purchased from 01/03/07  
used for private and domestic uses and is not applicable to vehicles used for certain high mileage commercial  
purposes, i.e. Courier, Security and Rental Cars.

 
Tiburon confidence

*Tiburon TS is an irrevocable order.
Note: Car colours are indicative only and may vary due to the printing process.

Tiburon

Red leather outer /black cloth Black leather

Continental silver (KM) – metallic Vivid blue (BV) – metallic

Shine red (KH) – solid

Stone black (CJ) – mica

Tiburon TS*



Hyundai Motor Company Australia Pty Ltd    8 Baywater Drive, Homebush Bay NSW 2127    T. 02 9763 3333    F. 02 9763 3433     hyundai.com.au

Hyundai Motor Company (HMC) and the Hyundai Motor Company Australia (HMCA) each reserve the right to alter vehicle specifications and equipment 
levels without notice. Some eqauipment featured on the cars in this brochure may not be available in Australia or may be optional. To the extent 
permitted by the law, neither HMC nor HMCA shall be liable to any person as a result of reliance on the content of this brochure. Please consult your 
Hyundai dealer for the latest specifications, equipment levels, options, prices, colours and vehicle availability. Metallic and mica paint are optional extras.  
Note: Information in this brochure is current as at 29/09/2007. Part No. TIB0907B


